
SPECIFICATIONS

Part Numbers US: STR-3000-F
Canada: STR-3000-CA EU: STR-3000-E
Japan: STR-3000-J Brazil: STR-3000-B Singapore: 
STR-3000-S Hong Kong: STR-3000-HK

China: STR-3000-CH  Taiwan: STR-3000-TW  Korea: 
STR-3000-K  Australia: STR-3000-A

Frequency US/Canada: 902 - 928 MHz
EU: 865 - 868 MHz
Japan: 916.7 - 920.9 MHz
Brazil: 902 - 907.5 MHz, 915 - 928 MHz Singapore/
Hong Kong: 920 - 925 MHz

China: 920.5 - 924.5 MHz  Taiwan: 922.5 - 924.5 MHz 
 Korea: 917 - 923.5 MHz  Australia: 920 - 926 MHz

Maximum Power Consumption 50 Watts

Power Supply 115/230 VAC

STAR Dimensions (L x W x H) Chassis: 20” x 8.5” x 4” (50.8cm x 21.6cm x 10.2cm)  - Antenna: 30” x 11” x 1.8” (76.2cm x 27.9cm x 4.6cm)

Power Supply Dimensions (L x W x H) 7.7” x 3.5” x 2” (19.6cm x 8.8cm x 5.1cm)

STAR Weight 2 lbs (.9 kg)

Operating Temperature -30°C to +60°C

Storage Temperature -40°C to +85°C

Humidity 95% non-condensing

Environmental Rating IP65

Regulatory FCC Part 15, EN 60950, EN 50364, EN 301 489-1 EN 301 489-3, EN 302 208-2

Physical Interfaces RF Transmit: TNC-RP Male, Wireless Command Link: 2 X TNC-RP Female, RF Antenna Receive: 4 x TNC Fe-
male, Network: 2 x Gigabit Ethernet, 2 USB (future use), 24 VDC Input

Indicators Power, Standby, Transmit, Receive

Tag Waveform and Protocols EPC Class 1 Gen 2 Compliant, ISO 18000-6 Compliant

Throughput 1,200 tag reads/second

Upgrades Network upgradeability

Antenna Optional external 4-antenna phased array or up to 4 independent,  external receive antennas



reating Efficient, Agile and Connected Businesses 

The STAR 3000 RFID reader is the heart of scalable, cost-effective, wide-
area tracking solutions for assets, inventory and people.  Combining deep space 
communications technology and low-cost, maintenance-free, passive RFID tags, the 
STAR 3000 provides real-time visibility in warehouses, retail stores, factories, outpatient 
clinics, sporting events and more.     

Hands-Free, Real-Time Visibility Delivers on Passive 
RFID’s Promise

The Mojix STAR wide-area RFID architecture delivers on the original promise of passive 
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RFID: invisible, automatic monitoring that provides real-time, actionable visibility into the 
presence and location of assets and inventory that tracking methods based on manual, 
barcode, and handheld RFID cannot.

Built on deep space communication technology, STAR solutions employ unique strategies 
to deliver the unmatched RFID performance required for both location and accurate 
inventory.  Based on battery-free passive tags costing 1/100th what active tags cost, STAR 
RFID solutions deliver rapid return on investment. The Mojix STAR receiver detects more 
tags in challenging, metal-rich environments such as retail stores and multi-level pallet 
racks.  With sensitivity 4,000 times greater than the best general-purpose, 4-port readers, 
the STAR tolerates multiple reflections off of shelves and fixtures and does not require 
line-of-sight to tags.
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And, because the STAR distributed excitation architecture minimizes the number of 
concurrent transmitters, interference is reduced, increasing read rates.  The result is 
higher inventory accuracy, greater location precision and more visibility.  While important 
everywhere, this is especially valuable where relatively few channels are available such as 
in Europe, Japan and the Middle East.

Cost-Effective Passive RFID Tags Deliver Rapid Return 
on Investment   

Because they rely on inexpensive passive RFID tags, STAR solutions allow retailers, 
hospitals and other inventory-dependent businesses to cost-effectively track and manage 
large inventories in real time, avoiding stock outs, reducing OpEx and boosting service 
levels and customer loyalty. Retailers see revenue uplift and gain the omni-channel 
confidence they need to compete in the online world.  Healthcare providers improve 
service levels while trimming working capital.

Manufacturers use STAR RTLS to track raw materials, returnable transport units, tooling 
and WIP without the cost and maintenance of active WiFi or UWB tags costing as much 
as 100 to 500 times more.  The ability to synchronize everything from incoming supplies 
to customer shipments streamlines operations, cuts costs and improves customer 
satisfaction.

TrueRTLS™ Solution with Passive RFID Economics

Real-Time Location Systems provide actionable, instantaneous information about the 
location of assets, inventory and people.  Mojix TrueRTLS technology enables cost 
effective, maintenance-free, real time location information in many applications where 
active solutions would be too expensive.  In warehouses, retail stores, oil rigs, outpatient 
clinics and more, TrueRTLS makes location a practical reality. 

Going beyond traditional passive RFID, Mojix wide-area RFID with TrueRTLS technology 
leverages advanced algorithms running on-premises or in the cloud to calculate the most 
probable location of a tag. Based on input from multiple, low-cost antennas arranged in a 
grid and at checkpoints, the TrueRTLS system scales efficiently to facilities ranging from a 
small retail store to a massive warehouse.

At the Heart of a Wide-Area Sensor Network

Unprecedented read range, coupled with the low-cost Mojix exciters and advanced 
location algorithms, translates into the ability to accomplish something unprecedented—
asset tracking and visibility—using low cost passive tags instead of more expensive 
and proprietary active tags. With the Mojix STAR receiver, the economics of item-level 
tracking make sense. This opens up new realms of possibility, including presence 
detection, accurate location tracking across large areas, with security and authentication. 
Furthermore, one system can support multiple business processes in the same location 

TAKE THE NEXT STEP

With its advanced 

capabilities, the Mojix 

STAR 3000 offers the 

most attractive total 

cost of ownership 

(TCO) for RFID, both 

in terms of capital 

expenditure (CAPEX) 

and recurring 

operational expenses 

(OPEX). Contact Mojix 

directly for a detailed 

TCO analysis.
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and overlay onto an existing system with no conflict.

Whether in manufacturing plants, distribution centers or retail environments, the Mojix 
STAR receiver delivers significant operational benefits and ROI.

Unique Architecture. New Possibilities.   

In the past, the only options available to passive RFID users were to either bring the 
goods to a portal reader or to bring a handheld reader to the goods. The Mojix STAR 
receiver with distributed excitation and deep space communications technology enables 
an innovative architecture—and a whole new type of physical layout that scales from 
modest to massive facilities cost effectively.  Solutions implemented with a single STAR 
range from 2000 square-foot (61 square meter) retail stores to 500,000 square foot (8,000 
square meter) shipyards.



High Tag Read Reliability 
The Mojix STAR receiver provides exceptionally high read rates 
required to track thousands of inventory items and assets reliably

Wide coverage range 
A single STAR can cover a wide range of facilities from small retail 
boutiques to a large warehouse. 

Optimized price/performance RTLS 
The Mojix system can be configured to match the location 
precision to the demands of business process from the lowest 
cost to the highest precision.

Simple, Low-Cost Scalability   
Coverage can be extended at any time simply by adding more 
eNodes and antennas at the edge. This allows the Mojix STAR 
solution to scale with the business.

Enterprise Ready 
The Mojix system’s Master Controller (MCON) processes raw RFID 
data into industry standard ALE messages which are published 
to Mojix ViZix IoT Connected Business platform, or third-party 
software such as IBM WebSphere®, Oracle®, SAP® and a variety 
of warehouse management and logistics packages. System 
monitoring alerts can also be sent to health monitoring systems 
such as IBM Tivoli® 

Rugged
The Mojix STAR receiver’s ruggedized, weatherproof design 
ensures reliability in harsh indoor/outdoor physical environments, 
including environments with high condensation and wind 
conditions. The operating temperature range of -30 to +60 C is 
the highest in the industry, and the MTBF is a long 132K hours, or 
about 15 years.

Innovative Features, Unlimited Flexibility
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Retail

Automatically and invisibly collect accurate, real-time inventory data – with location – to 
avoid out-of-stocks, reduce markdowns, enable omni-channel fulfillment and enhance 
customer loyalty.  

Users of RFID report inventory accuracy improvements leading to double-digit revenue 
uplift and noticeable gross margin improvement.  With the real-time location information 
provided by the STAR system, retailers can confidently promise availability for online 
orders, streamline replenishment and gain valuable operational insight. 

Oil & Gas

Track asset location at all times, manage logistics across your entire supply chain, 
improve safety and mitigate operational risk—all with one flexible infrastructure.

Available in hundreds of maintenance-free form factors, low-cost passive RFID tags 
enable operators to track everything from pipe to pumps to people.  With the STAR 
system, operators locate tags to ensure equipment is available and ready when needed 
and coordinate emergency response in order to maximize crew safety in hazardous 
environments.

Manufacturing

Synchronize and optimize your supply chain, verify accurate delivery and automate and 
streamline error-prone, manual processes.  Keep track of tooling, fixed assets and WIP to 
ensure audit compliance and maintain peak output.

Healthcare 

Improve patient outcomes, satisfaction scores and throughput; tighten the supply chain 
and track expensive equipment and other assets throughout the system.

When patients wait, customer satisfaction suffers and expensive tools, space and 
expertise is wasted.  The STAR system helps clinic management visualize operations 
centrally in order to optimize use of valuable resources and reduce wait times. 

Event Security & Safety

Enhance the comfort, safety and security of attendees, monitor attendance, improve 
ticketing operations, combat counterfeiting and coordinate security from a central 
location.  

Low cost UHF tags make inventive social media programs possible and the STAR system 
provides the high read rates and location information to turn technology into social 
marketing magic.
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About Mojix 

Mojix is a leading connected business solutions company that provides wide-area RFID 
systems, IoT software solutions and cloud and mobile development services for IoT and 
big data applications.

We are leaders and innovators in fixed infrastructure sensor networks that collect, store, 
analyze and interconnect data from multiple sources including RFID, GPS and other 
sensor devices. Mojix IoT software solutions maximize intelligence at the edge and provide 
big data scalability. Our solutions feature highly configurable application frameworks 
and elegant user interfaces with advanced analytics, enabling end-to-end business 
intelligence and data visibility across multiple industries.

 Mojix creates efficient and agile enterprises by giving assets a digital voice so users can 
make data-driven decisions.
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